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Outline of the talkOutline of the talk

☆☆History reviewHistory review

☆☆Newest experimental developmentsNewest experimental developments

☆☆Difficulty of the existing theoriesDifficulty of the existing theories

☆☆Our semiOur semi--classical modelclassical model

☆☆Explanation of the experimentsExplanation of the experiments

☆☆Future perspectiveFuture perspective

☆☆ConclusionConclusion
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B. WalkerB. Walker et al, Phys. Rev. et al, Phys. Rev. LettLett. 73, 1227 (1994). 73, 1227 (1994)
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History review History review …………1994

Single ionizationSingle ionization
ADK theoryADK theory√√

Double ionizationDouble ionization
No! No! 
Experiments in the early    Experiments in the early    

1990s showed considerably 1990s showed considerably 
more double ionization than more double ionization than 
predicted by independentpredicted by independent--
electron model.electron model.

Electron correlation 
should be take into 

account !
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History review History review …………2000

Direct evidence of electron correlation
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History review History review …………last day in 2007
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History review History review …………just 2 months ago

Back-to-Back emission 
dominates

when the laser field is so weak that even the 
most energetic electron with maximum returned 
energy 3.17Up can not directly free the inner 
electron.
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×
2. 32. 3DD quantum calculationquantum calculation Far exceed the capability evenFar exceed the capability even

of the best computerof the best computer ×
3. 13. 1DD quantum calculation quantum calculation Do not include effects such as  Do not include effects such as  

Coulomb focusingCoulomb focusing ×
4. 4. Classical MC calculationClassical MC calculation Do not include effects such as Do not include effects such as 

quantum tunnelingquantum tunneling ×
SS--Matrix, Matrix, FloqueFloque theory theory …………

1. 1. Perturbation theoryPerturbation theory The laser field has reached or     The laser field has reached or     
even  exceeded the Coulomb                       even  exceeded the Coulomb                       
attraction                                         attraction                                         

Theoretical Theoretical DificultiesDificulties
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( ( Phys.Rev.LettPhys.Rev.Lett. 99, 013003, 2007 ). 99, 013003, 2007 )SemiclassicalSemiclassical modelmodel

OverviewOverview

The model is based upon the The model is based upon the 
rescatteringrescattering picturepicture

It has included all the effects that It has included all the effects that 
determine the DI processdetermine the DI process

quantum tunnelingquantum tunneling
Coulomb focusingCoulomb focusing
…………

while keeps the while keeps the computational computational 
capacitycapacity still accessible.still accessible.

The dynamics of two electrons are The dynamics of two electrons are 
governed by governed by NewtonNewton’’s equationss equations. . 

Tunneling
ionizationionization

OverOver--thethe--barrierbarrier
ionizationionization

MoleculesMolecules

LaserLaser
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NewtonNewton’’s equations equation
Tunneling
ionizationionization

OverOver--thethe--barrierbarrier
ionizationionization

MoleculesMolecules

LaserLaser

SemiclassicalSemiclassical model model …… continuedcontinued
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Initial distributionInitial distribution
((a) Tunneling regimea) Tunneling regime

Tunneled electronTunneled electron e1
e1e2

{
{

positionposition

momentummomentum

Bound electronBound electron e2

SSingle electron ingle electron MMicrocanonicalicrocanonical DDistributionistribution（（SMDSMD））

positionposition
++

momentummomentum
{

SemiclassicalSemiclassical model model …… continuedcontinued

Tunneling
ionizationionization

OverOver--thethe--barrierbarrier
ionizationionization
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SemiclassicalSemiclassical model model …… continuedcontinued

Tunneling
ionizationionization

OverOver--thethe--barrierbarrier
ionizationionization

Initial Initial distribution
((b) Overb) Over--thethe--barrier regimebarrier regime

Double electron Microcanonical Distribution（DMD）
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Tunneling
ionizationionization

OverOver--thethe--barrierbarrier
ionizationionization

MoleculesMolecules

LaserLaser

Each event has different weight Each event has different weight 
molecular ADK formula:molecular ADK formula:

SemiclassicalSemiclassical model model …… continuedcontinued

The total ionization rate should The total ionization rate should 
be summed over the be summed over the 

pulse durationpulse duration
interaction volumeinteraction volume
alignment anglealignment angle

in order to compare with the in order to compare with the 
experimental data. experimental data. 

NOTE:NOTE:
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Good 
Agreement!

C. C. CornaggiaCornaggia and and Ph.HeringPh.Hering
Phys. Rev. A 62, 023403 (2000)Phys. Rev. A 62, 023403 (2000)

First sight of the model calculationFirst sight of the model calculation
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SubcycleSubcycle dynamicsdynamics

i ii iii

(i) (i) Tunneling regime:Tunneling regime:
collisioncollision--ionization (CI)ionization (CI)
collisioncollision--excitationexcitation--ionization (CEI)ionization (CEI)

(ii) (ii) Plateau regime:Plateau regime:
trajectories are much more complicated.    trajectories are much more complicated.    
multiplemultiple--collision trajectoriescollision trajectories

(iii)(iii) Sequential ionization regimeSequential ionization regime: : 
ionize independentlyionize independently
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Laser phase:Laser phase: at firm contact & DI burstat firm contact & DI burst

Two most important instantTwo most important instant

Firm Firm 
contactcontact

DI DI 
burstburst

Most electron pairs Most electron pairs recolliderecollide at at 
the the laser zerolaser zero, that is because , that is because 
when the returned when the returned electonselectons
come back at this time, it obtain come back at this time, it obtain 
the the largest kinetic energylargest kinetic energy, thus , thus 
would cause double ionization would cause double ionization 
more more easilyeasily.  .  

DI occurs a little later, about DI occurs a little later, about 
3030o o beforebefore the laser peak, the laser peak, 
leading to the emission of leading to the emission of 
electron pairs with nonzero electron pairs with nonzero 
momentummomentum and in the same and in the same 
direction (direction (ee--ee correlationcorrelation), see ), see 
next slide. next slide. 
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3030oo shiftshift
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Time DelayTime Delay

Time delayTime delay

Time delay between double Time delay between double 
ionization and ionization and recollisionrecollision

1.1. Statistical resultStatistical result
2.2. Individual trajectory Individual trajectory 
3.3. Effects on the DI dynamicsEffects on the DI dynamics
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Momentum correlation:Momentum correlation: time delay effecttime delay effect

Phys.Rev.APhys.Rev.A. 77, 013403, 2008. 77, 013403, 2008

Momentum distributions withMomentum distributions with
certain time delays. certain time delays. 

1. (a) (c) time delay of odd half laser 1. (a) (c) time delay of odd half laser 
cycles,  same cycles,  same hemisperehemispere
emissionemission

(b) (d) time delay of even half (b) (d) time delay of even half 
laser cycles,  opposite laser cycles,  opposite 
hemisperehemispere emissionemission

2. (a) fingerlike pattern 2. (a) fingerlike pattern 
((b)b)--(d(d) elliptical pattern) elliptical pattern

3. As the time delay increase the 3. As the time delay increase the 
elliptical pattern becomes elliptical pattern becomes 
fatter and fatter, indicating the fatter and fatter, indicating the 
vanish of correlation between vanish of correlation between 
two electrons.two electrons.
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Momentum correlation:Momentum correlation: laser duration effectlaser duration effect

ShorterShorter laser pulse, fingerlike pattern is more laser pulse, fingerlike pattern is more pronounced pronounced 
LongerLonger laser pulse, correlation become laser pulse, correlation become blurryblurry
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Why finger structure (or VWhy finger structure (or V--shaped)? (1)shaped)? (1)

The Coulomb-type attraction of nucleus is especially 
important for the production of fingerlike structure
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Why finger structure (or VWhy finger structure (or V--shaped)? (2)shaped)? (2)

Coulomb focusing & 
backscattering

fast electron

slow electron

no backscattering
two slow 
electrons
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Perpendicular effectPerpendicular effect

two fingers get close

two fingers disappear

1D quantum calculation
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ConclusionConclusion

1.1. Set up a Set up a semiclassicalsemiclassical model for  the double ionization problem.model for  the double ionization problem.

Advantages:Advantages:

☆☆Include most of the important effects in DI process, Include most of the important effects in DI process, 
e.g. the quantum tunneling and the Coulomb fe.g. the quantum tunneling and the Coulomb focusing. ocusing. 

☆☆Underlying mechanisms can be identified with the Classical Underlying mechanisms can be identified with the Classical 
Trajectory (CT) diagnosisTrajectory (CT) diagnosis

2.2. Reproduce and explain many experimental observations.Reproduce and explain many experimental observations.
☆☆ DI ratio DI ratio 
☆☆ FingerFinger--like structure like structure 

…………..

Thank You


